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OUR VIEW

 TO THE POINT
Legislators are ignoring evidence in other states that casts doubt 
on the effectiveness of drug tests for welfare recipients. 

 LETTER TO THE EDITOR

 OTHER VIEWPOINTS

Last month the Michi-
gan Senate passed a bill 
creating a pilot program 
requiring drug tests for 
some welfare recipients in 
three counties. The House 
is expected to go along 
when members return 
from spring recess, send-
ing the measure to Gov. 
Rick Snyder’s desk.

Many Michigan resi-
dents undoubtedly would 
applaud the concept. Why, 
they ask, should taxpayers 
underwrite aid for people 
using the cash to buy il-
legal drugs? And how can 
those people find work 
and support their families 
if they’re addicts?

But the Senate bill 
represents a misguided 
approach. Indeed, it could 
make matters worse for 
some poor Michiganders.

The Senate bill was 
passed, 25-11, on a straight 
party-line vote, with 
Republicans in favor and 
Democrats opposed. The 
measure allots $500,000 
for a pilot program in three 
counties to be named later.

It would require that 
applicants and recipients 
of cash assistance be 
screened for possible drug 
use. Those suspected of 
drug use would be tested; 
those who test positive 
would be referred to a 
treatment program.

Benefits would be denied 
to individuals who refuse 
testing or rehab — and to 
anyone failing a drug test a 
second time. Amendments 
to the bill protect benefits 
for children of parents who 
fail drug tests and preserve 
benefits for individuals 
with medical marijuana 
cards. Food stamp ben-
efits — separate from cash 
assistance — would not be 
affected.

Michigan adopted a 1999 
law requiring drug tests 
for welfare recipients in a 
pilot program, but that law 
was struck down by federal 
judges because the tests 
were deemed an unrea-
sonable form of search. 
The new bill gets around 
that objection by allowing 
tests only after screening 
establishes “reasonable 
suspicion” of drug use.

Sen. Rick Jones, R-Grand 
Ledge, argued for the 
bill in the run-up to last 
month’s vote. He said: 
“The vote you are about to 
take is not a vote against 

the poor of this state. This 
vote is for the children. 
Children are starving. … 
We have to feed them 
at school because their 
parents are abusing drugs 
at home.”

That’s a valid concern. 
Yet at least nine other 
states have passed welfare 
drug testing laws. And the 
results have been mixed 
at best.

Utah spent $30,000 on 
suspicion-based drug 
testing in 2012, but only 12 
individuals failed the tests. 
In four months, Florida 
tested one-fourth of wel-
fare recipients, at a cost of 
$118,140, but fewer than 
3 percent of those tested 
failed drug tests. Arizona 
tested 87,000 individu-
als — only one of whom 
tested positive.

Michigan’s Senate Fis-
cal Agency estimates a 
statewide testing program 
would save $700,000 to 
$3.4 million in welfare 
costs. That takes into 
consideration people who 
would decline welfare to 
avoid testing. But the wide 
range of estimates shows 
vast uncertainty about the 
savings, and those savings 
could come at huge cost to 
poor Michiganders.

Consider: Even though 
the Senate bill preserves 
food stamps for all and 
cash benefits for children, 
cutting cash benefits for 
adults can hurt the whole 
family. Utility bills still 
have to be paid; so do rent 
and mortgages. And food 
stamps don’t cover a fam-
ily’s whole grocery bill. So 
non-drug-using spouses 
and kids could suffer from 
benefit cuts to a drug-
using adult.

Critics also point out 
that drug testing reinforces 
the stereotype that welfare 
recipients are lazy drug 
users. It’s an unfair stereo-
type: Surveys show that 
drug use among recipients 
is not much higher than 
for the population as a 
whole. The meager results 
in drug-testing states tend 
to confirm those findings.

It’s not at all clear that 
the benefits of welfare 
drug tests outweigh the 
costs to struggling poor 
families. House members 
should reject final approv-
al for testing, and if they 
don’t, Gov. Snyder should 
veto the plan.

Welfare drug tests 
are wrong for state

As I walked into the pharmacy, 
the technician who has kept 
track of all of my prescriptions 

for years was on an endless call 
trying to figure out who is going to 
deliver her baby and 
where.

The good news: 
Her new plan, which 
fully complies with the 
Affordable Care Act, 
provides much more 
comprehensive cover-
age and lower co-pays 
than the one she used 
to have.

The bad news: Nei-
ther the obstetrician who has taken 
care of her for the past six months 
nor the hospital where she had 
planned to give birth are covered by 
the plan.

Ouch. 
Now, this young woman is really 

good at dealing with insurance 
companies. It’s what she does all 
day long — getting prescriptions 
approved, figuring out why they 
aren’t being approved, going back 
and forth with doctors and insur-
ance companies about what they 
will and will not cover. No neo-
phyte, she.

And as I signaled to her that I 
could wait, that she should finish 
her conversation, she never lost her 
cool. Me, I would have been a wreck 
if someone had told me six months 
into a pregnancy that the doctor 
with whom I had developed a close 
and trusting relationship or the hos-
pital that I always had relied on no 
longer were on my list, and that my 
choices — within any reasonable 
geographic distance — basically 
came down to six doctors I’d never 
heard of and a hospital I’d never set 
foot in. 

She was not a wreck. But she 
wasn’t happy. Who would be? Six 
months pregnant and interviewing 
doctors who are themselves over-
whelmed because they are, in fact, 
on so many plans. 

Now that the Web site is working 
and the administration is taking 
credit for hitting its sign-up goal 
and former Health and Human Ser-
vices Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
(who is hardly the only one at fault 
for all the “hiccups” or “potholes” or 
just plain mistakes along the way) 
has taken her leave, the hard part 
starts. 

Exactly what kind of care are 
people going to receive under the 
Affordable Care Act? And who is go-
ing to provide it?

Who knows? Certainly not most of 
the doctors I talk to.

I walked into one practice last 
week that has four doctors, and 
there was a big sign at the front 
about which doctor you could see 
based on which plan you are on. 
Not surprisingly, the most senior 
doctor only was seeing Medicare 
patients and people like me, with 
pre-existing, employer-provided, 
expensive group plans. 

I walked into another practice, 
and the rule basically was pay as 
you go. No lines there. 

At the hospital where I get tests, 
there was a big sign advising 
patients to call a toll-free number 
to find out whether the plans they 
were considering would allow them 
to continue using the hospital. The 
short answer is that many of them 
don’t.

Welcome to the shakedown 
period. Welcome to the host of 
problems that need to be fixed.

While Republicans keep railing 
against Obamacare, the reality is 

that it’s not going to be repealed, at 
least not as long as Barack Obama is 
in the White House. And if you ask 
me, not afterward, either. 

I don’t know anyone with a 
20-something-year-old on their 
plan (which you couldn’t do before) 
or with a pre-existing condition 
(And who, after a certain age, 
doesn’t have some pre-existing con-
dition?) who is yearning to go back 
to the bad old days when gastritis, 
not to mention heart disease or 
cancer, could make you uninsur-
able. There are many features of the 
new system that most of us would 
agree are better than those of the 
old one.

But not all. The business of what 
doctors you can see, what hospitals 
you can use — very big problem. 
The waiting lines for doctors who 
accept all kinds of plans — very 
big problem. The confusion and 
expense of having a “new” plan that 
costs more because it covers servic-
es you don’t need and at the same 
time forces you to leave the doctors 
who know you — not so good. 

“Mend it, don’t end it” used to be 
the Clinton administration’s slogan 
about affirmative action. 

Obamacare should not be re-
pealed, and it won’t be. But it needs 
to be fixed, and that’s not a problem 
the information technology guys 
and girls can solve. So fasten your 
seatbelts. We’re in for some rocky 
times, and the politicians and lead-
ers who focus on trying to solve 
the problems, rather than trying 
to score points off of them, are the 
ones who deserve our support. 

To find out more about Susan 
Estrich and read features by other Cre-
ators Syndicate writers and cartoon-
ists, visit the Creators Syndicate Web 
site at www.creators.com. 

Let’s work on fixing Obamacare

On May 6, the property owners of 
Bedford Township are being asked 
to approve a 30-year school bond in 
the amount of $70,350,000. This is 
at a time when:

■ Energy costs continue to rise 
(gasoline, natural gas/propane and 
electricity). 

■ Health insurance rates are likely 
to increase significantly for many 
of us under the Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare).

■ A new library millage is being 
sought on this August’s ballot.

■ A tax increase is being discussed 
that would allow the Social Security 
benefits to be kept at the current 
rates for future retirees. Without this 
tax increase, a benefit reduction is 
likely.

■ Social Security benefits for 
retirees were adjusted by a meager 
1.5 percent to offset inflation for 

the year 2014. This is the lowest rate 
increase in 10 years. 

Increased taxes and expenses that 
we CAN’T control as homeowners 
are looming on the horizon. But this 
bond proposal is a tax increase that 
we CAN control.   

There are issues with our older 
schools. But these current buildings 
can be made adequate (not perfect) 
for considerably less money than 
is being sought. Until the economy 
improves, we need to pursue the 
most reasonable proposal to fix the 
most pressing and realistic needs. 

“Adequate facilities” could have 
been provided by one option that 
was presented by the school board 
in which “critical needs” could have 
been fixed at a cost of $27.6 million. 
The school board chose to decline 
this option and is seeking to “de-
molish and re-invent the district” at 
more than double the cost! 

More than facility issues are 
rolled into this new amount. It now 
includes new buses, band instru-
ments (both junior and senior 
high), stadium restrooms, team 
room, track and field turf, band, 
drama and gym storage addition, 
auditorium renovations, a new 
stage and lobby.

The real truth is that our kids 
can be successfully educated in 
a less-than-perfect environment 
for the time being. Our folks and 
grand-folks are proof. They learned 
in more challenging conditions 
than we have. Let’s get our students’ 
“needs” met by borrowing only 
what we can afford.  

Would you like to save some 
money on your taxes? Then I would 
urge you to vote no on this proposal 
in its current form. 
Ken Garn
Temperance

Vote ‘no’: Bedford bond proposal is one tax increase that we can control

Letters are welcome

Letters on matters of public interest are welcome. Full 
name, address and telephone number are required. 
Anonymous letters and those without verifiable names 
and addresses will not be published. Letters are limited 
to 400 words and may be edited. The e-mail address is 
letters@monroenews.com. 
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